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SECTION I

BACKGROUND

During the early eighties, an Ultrasonic Imaging Systea

(static B-scan system) for medical diagnostic applications was

developed at Electronics Division. This system was based on an

analog scan converter (ASC) unit. The ASC is essentially a

capacitive form of memory based on 'scan converter tube'. In the

B-scan system the ASC was extremely well suited for i) Acquisition

of ultrasonic vector data in a random x-y format, ii) storage of

the echo information as a charge distribution along the storage

surface of the memory and iii) non destructive readout of the

stored information in the form of a CCIR compatible composite

video signal suitable for image display on a raster scan TV

monitor. The development of the system was completed during 1981

and the system was succesfully evaluated. Major shortcomings of

the memory unit used in the above system were: a) A useful storage

time of about an hour and b) a gradual fading of the display due

to slow decay of charge stored in the capacitive memory elements.

Since the circuits were basically analog, periodic calibration and

adjustments were necessary for optimum performance. To overcome

these limitations it was proposed to digitize both the echo data

as well as the transducer position information and use digital

memory for data storage. Around this time, flash ADCS and video

DACS were available at economical cost and high speed high density

memory chips were getting introduced. Thus major requirements of

the system such as high speed digitization, data storage and

reconstruction of stored data into a * ready for display' form

could be implemented in a compact hardware without resorting to



proprietary units such as the ASC.

Extension of the above technique, it was felt, would enable

digitization and storage of TV compatible video images as well. It

was realized that development of such a unit would pave the path

for in-house development of image processing systems. Image

processing systems, at that time, had to be imported and the cost

of such equipment was very high due to the specialised and

sophisticated nature of the product. Considering the very many

potential applications for such units within the Department of

Atomic Energy (DAE), the need for indigenous development of image

capturing system was very strongly felt. With this prime

motivation, the development of video frame processor was

initiated.

Around the same time, ultrasonic imaging techniques,

developed and innovated for medical imaging applications were also

being employed for non destructive testing (NDT) applications in

materials inspection. Since this trend also had a direct relevance

to the BARC activities, the need for development of

instrumentation both for ultrasonic imaging (for materials

inspection) and image processing was strongly felt particularly

from the considerations of self reliance. As a consequence, an R &

D project "Ultrasonic Imaging & Image Processing" aimed at

development of related instrumentation was proposed to the DAE and

during 1986 the same was formally approved.

Development of the Video Frame Processor (VFP) was the

first activity taken up under the project as some work in this



direction had already been initiated. By end of 1988, first VFP

unit was developed. Its main features were as follows:-

i) 2-plane memory, each with 512 x 512 x 6 bits capacity for

image data storage,

ii) On line post processing of stored image,

iii) On-line Subtraction/Averaging of two images, and

iv) Provision of a bidirectional link to facilitate Data

transfer with personal computer.

This VFP unit was successfully evaluated for several

applications and considering its broad utility, the technical know

how of the above product was transferred to industry during 1989.

However, the enormous application potential for the VFP and

ample scope for improvement and performance upgradation,

justified the need for continuing the development efforts in this

area. Subsequently, the intensity resolution of the system was

improved to 8 bits (i.e. 256 intensity levels). Several other

modifications and changes were incorporated for inproving the

overall performance and optimizing the circuits. A phase locked

pixel clock was then employed to improve data registration

accuracy; high density memory chips were employed to reduce the

I.e. count. A dedicated PC compatible 8 bit parallel I/O board was

also developed for data transfer to the personal computer. These

efforts culminated into development of the VFP unit with an image

resolution of 512 x 512 x 8 pixels. Other distinguisting features

of the earlier unit viz. on-line post processing, on line image

subtraction etc. were of course retained. This unit is thus a

stand alone image grabber with on-line processing capabilities and



a data transfer link to personal computer. Typical transfer tine

for one image data to the PC is approx. 35 seconds. For routine

computer users this data transfer time may appear a significant

limitation. To meet the application demand of such users, it was

decided to develop a PC Add-on board version of the VFP while

retaining all the performance features of the 8 bit VFP.

This development was initiated during the late 1991 and

during February 1993, first PC-Add-on type VFP board has been

successfully tested. This design features a twin board set which

consists of a main board that plugs on to the PC mother board and

a smaller piggy back board which rests on the main board.

This report brings out salient technical features of the 8

bit Video Frame Processor (PC Add-on version).



SECTION II

INTRODUCTION

Accurate digitization and storage of image data in a TV

compatible format has been a challenging job. High speed

sampling, fine intensity resolution, large memory requirement and

full conformity to TV timings are the major issues that need

careful considertions. Phase locking of the sampling clock with TV

synchronizing signals is essential for ensuring accurate data

registration. Incorporating the above features within a compact

hardware at an economical cost poses several design constraints.

Once the image of interest has been digitized and sotred, one or

more image processing software routines can be executed to extract

the desired information. However, software based image processing

is inherently slow. Some image processing algorithms (such as

contrast enhancement, Gamma correction etc.) can be implemented in

hardware so that image gets processed 'on-line'. On many

occasions, one also needs to compare the contents of two images,

such as in 'template matching'. Here the input image must be

compared with a 'reference image' to detect any deviations or

missing details. Essentially this implies 'subtraction' of data

from the two images (point by point) thereby ignoring all the

details common to both the images. This approach, however, assumes

that i) both the images are perfectly aligned geometrically, ii)

there is no relative motion among the two images, and iii)

illumination level is also the same.

An electronic system designated 'Video Frame Processor' that

is extremely suitable for above jobs has been designed and



developed at the Ultrasonic Instrumentation Section of Electronics

Division, B.A.R.C. it provides accurate digitization and storage

of two Black & White (monochrome) images conforming to CCIR video

format. Provision is also made for *on-line' processing of the

data from either image and display the processed data on a

suitable TV monitor. Hardware based implementation of image

subtraction permits on-line image comparison (subtraction). Two

images can be averaged if so desired. The image is digitized

with a spatial resolution of 512 x 512 pixels and an intensity

resolution of 8 bits ( 256 grey levels ).

The Video Frame Processor has been put to actual use for

several scientific and research applications such as laser beam

studies, dye laser fringe measurements, radiofluoroscopy etc. and

its utility in such scientific/industrial applications has been

demonstrated. A library of extensive image processing routines has

been developed for implementation of various image processing

algorithms (such as convolution based 2D filtering, histogram

equalization, zooming, transform domain processing etc.) within

the PC environment.



SECTION III

VIDEO FRAME PROCESSING: TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In image processing applications, the input data is in the

form of an image. Typically, an image represents a two dimensional

distribution of a certain parameter over a region of interest.

This parameter could be the x-ray attenuation coefficient as in

radiographic images or optical reflectivity as in optical images

and so on. Due to the limitations of the sensor, influence of the

propagation medium and superimposition of extraneous noise & other

signal pick ups, the incoming images tend to get degraded. Image

processing methods resort to implementation of signal processing

techniques to counteract such degradations and aim at deriving the

maximum information from input images. In practice, the images are

available in various forms, such as photographs, x-ray films etc.

and accordingly the image data acquisition system must have

appropriate acquisition unit capable of converting the input

images into a two dimensional digital data to enable the software

to carry out the desired processing. The processed data must then

be converted back into an output image (in the suitable form) so

that further decisions can be made by the user or operator. Today,

video equipments are very widely used for imaging and display

purposes. The incoming images may be obtained from devices such as

video cameras, VCRS, infrared cameras etc. The output device is

generally a video monitor that displays the data in a visual form.

The signal specifications for such video imaging equipments are

standardized in order to ensure mutual compatibility.

Consequently, an image processing system aiming to acquire signals

from such video sources must operate strictly according to the



specifications of the desired video format. A typical video inage

is termed as a 'video frame'. Hence, for image processing

operations involving such video images, it is necessary to

digitize, store, process and display a video frame. The video

frame processor, as the name implies, has been designed for

applications dealing with such video signals. The basic functional

features of the VFP are: a) High resolution video frame capture,

b) on line processing of stored data, c) on line image subtraction

and d) Provisions for software based image processing.

In a frame capture (or frame grab) operation, the incoming

video data is digitized and stored. The frame processing carries

out desired signal processing operations on the stored data. The

processed data is then reconstructed back into a video frame

suitable for display purposes. For successful frame capturing and

processing, it is essential to meet certain timing and speed

requirements which in turn pose some constraints on the data

acquisition and processing operations. The objective here is to

review these constraints so that the job involvements can be seen

in a proper perspective.

1. High resolution TV Frame Capturing

In essence, this feature implies * Precision Video Data

Digitization and storage'. It is well known that the process of

digitization involves quantization. As a result, some degradation

of the input signal is inherent. High resolution digitization

indicates that the resulting degradations remain sufficiently low

so that the digitized image data after reconstruction generates an



output image which closely resembles the original input and the

errors of digitization remain unnoticed even to a keen observer.

Though the term 'high resolution' is somewhat vague in this

context, it is generally accepted that a video frame (consisting

of 625 TV lines in a CCIR format), digitized with a resolution of

512 x 512 x 8 bit pixels, provides a high quality image

reproduction. The subject VFP provides the above resolution for

the digitized image. The implications of digitizing TV frame with

a resolution of 512 x 512 x 8 bits are:

(i) Video information from each TV line is converted into 512

discrete data points viz. the pixels,

(li) Out of the total 625 lines in the frame, information

from 512 lines is digitized and

(iii) The intensity of each pixel is quantized to 8 bits. In

other words the total intensity range (black to white) is

mapped into 256 discrete *gray levels'.

CCIR video format requires a 15.625 KHz scanning rate for TV

lines. This line frequency implies that each TV line has a time

span ' 64 microseconds. Typically, the active video or the actual

picture information is present in a time window of approx. 52

microseconds and the remaining 12 microseconds are usually

utilized for horizontal retrace and line synchronization

operations. A simple calculation shows that digitizing 512 pixels

in a time slot of 52 microseconds necessitates digitization at

approx. 10 MHz rate. In VFP the sampling (digitization) rate is

9.75 MHz. Thus, a flash Analog/Digital converter is mandatory.

In CCIR video format, the 625 TV lines are displayed as two



interlaced fields each consisting of 312.5 lines. The VFP meets

this requirment and during a frame grab operation, it acquires the

data from two consecutive fields of a TV frame.

In order to digitize the image data accurately, the sampling

clock must also have a phase locking to the horizontal

synchronizing pulse. This feature has been provided in the VFP.

Following provisions are also made into the data acquisition

hardware of the VFP:

a) D.C. restoration of the video signal : This provision clamps

the black level of the video signal to approx. 0 volts and

ensures that the complete picture data is available to the

ADC.

b) On-board sync, generation and automatic sync, selection logic :

This ensures display of the stored image even when incoming

signal is removed. The sync, signal selection is automatic

ensuring a stable and flicker-free display.

c) User selectable delay generators to initiate digitization of

active video in a line and the field : This enables proper

acquisition and positioning of the image on the monitor screen.

d) Pre processing look up table (LUT) : The data output from the

ADC can be processed prior to storage in the memory.

The digitized data needs to be stored. 512 x 512 x 8 bit

resolution demands a storage capacity of 256K bytes per frame.

Since the memory write and read operations occur at 9.75 MHz, the

memory must have sufficiently fast access times. High speed, high

density, static RAMS are employed in the VFP to provide the 2

10



frame video storage.

2. On-line Processing of stored Image Data

Image processing involves manipulation of pixel intensity

information for improving the guality of the image. For detailed

information on image processing techniques and algorithms the

interested reader may refer to several books and texts on this

topic. Image processing is a computation intensive task. In

general, software methods are slow particularly because of the

huge volume of the data which is required to be processed. (256K

bytes in case of 512 x 512 x 8 bit image) . However, some image

processing operations require pixel intensity transformations as

per specific input/output relationship. Typical examples are

enhancement, stretching, gamma correction etc. Such operations can

be implemented in hardware through suitable Look Up Tables (LUTS)

with each LUT providing one specific transformation. Since the LUT

provides directly the modified pixel intensity information (i.e.

the desired output data) corresponding to the input pixel

magnitude (read out from the memory), this fast processing

operation enables xon the fly' image processing. LUT based post

processing functions have been incorporated in the VFP as a

standard feature. The advantage here is that these functions can

be tailored for specific applications, thereby increasing

versatility of the system.

3. Image/Image Subtraction

Conventional image processing methods employ data from a

single image for processing. But, in some applications, one needs

11



to compare the contents of one image with those of a second image.

In applications such as Template matching, one image is typically

a reference image and the other image is desired to be compared

with the reference. If the illumination and the geometrical

distribution of the two images are same, then comparison can be

achieved simply by subtracting the contents of the current and the

reference images on a pixel by pixel basis. When this operation

is carried out on all the pixels, the resultant pixel matrix would

represent the 'difference image' which would depict any missing

details, mismatch, or misalignment between the two images. Thus

the 'difference image' can serve very useful purpose in

applications such as inspection, surveillence, intruder detection

etc. It may be noted that subtraction process may also give rise

to a negative result whereas pixel intensity in an image is a

positive number. Thus it is only the magnitude of the difference

that is meaningful. The operation, of image subtraction can be

carried out by software method but it would be very slow. For

high speed operation, one must resort to configuration of suitable

hardware. One approach would favour the use of Arithmetic Logic

Unit (ALU) ICs for high speed operation. Generally ALUs provide

the output in 2 s complement form for ease of arithmetic

operations. Thus this approach would necessitate the use of

suitable code converters to obtain the difference magnitude'.

This however, increases the hardware burden. Another alternative

is to use a PROM based Look Up Table (LUT) for computing the

difference at high speed. Such an LUT would receive two data

streams (i.e. pixel data from the two images to be compared) as

its input and would generate a ^difference' output. The price to

12



be paid here is the high density of the PROM that would be

required. For 8 bit resolution, the density required works out to

64 K Bytes.

In VFP the second approach has been adopted. To keep the

PROM size reasonable, only 7 most significant bits from the image

data are employed for subtraction. High speed PROMs are employed

to obtain on-line subtraction. In VFP there are three sources for

image data: i) The image stored in plane A, ii) the image data

stored in plane B and iii) the incoming live image. Provision is

made to select the two desired images from these three inputs.

Thus one can have (Live - A) , (Live - B) or (A - B) as the

resultant image for display. The ^difference image' data forms

the input for the post processing LUT. In this way, additional

post processing can be carried out on the 'difference image' if

necessary.

Another LUT is provided for obtaining the *Average' image

corresponding to the two input frames. Here the resultant

intensity corresponding to a pixel is half the sum (and hence the

average) of the intensitiy levels of the two input pixels. Since

three streams of data are available, the resultant image can be

Live + A Live + B A + B
o r

4. Provisions for software based Image Processing

Basically, VFP is a dedicated image acquisition and

processing peripheral with on-line post processing and image

differencing capabilities. However, in many applications, more

13



complex image processing tasks such as 2D filtering, transform

domain operations etc. may have to be carried out. Such operations

would exploit the processing power of the host PC. The VFP is I/O

mapped within the PC address space and provides data transfer from

VFP memory to PC memory and vice versa through system menu

selections. Thus the images acquired by VFP can be processed or

analysed as per the job requirements and processed images can then

be transferred back to the VFP memory for the display purpose.

Typically, one way data transfer operation takes approx. 10

seconds for full video frame. The data transfer feature is also

useful for storage and retrieval of digitized image data on/from

the floopy disk or hard disk.

14



SECTION IV

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

Technical description of the VFP is provided in this section.

Here the aim is to provide a functional insight into the VFP

rather than concentrating on circuit details and interconnections.

Functionally the various tasks required to be carried out by

the VFP can be listed as below:-

i) Input signal selection (from a set of 4 video inputs) and

conditioning,

ii) Sync, seperation and processing,

iii) Video Digitization,

iv) Storage of digitized data in the respective memory plane.

v) On-line subtraction/averaging and post processing,

vi) Video reconstruction,

vii) Selecting the final image for display and

viii) To/Fro Data transfer with host PC

Since the VFP is a PC plug-in card, control software is

required for operating the board. Some of the operations such as:

i) Input signal selection

ii) Selection of preprocessing LUT

iii) Selection of post processing LUT

iv) Selecting the final image for display and

v) Data transfer to (or from) PC

can be carried out with the help of a user friendly menu driven

software package. This enables the user to exploit the full

15



capabilities of the VFP to capture high resolution images of the

desired TV frames.

Another software package has been developed for processing

the images acquired. through the VFP. This software is also menu

driven type and permits various image procesing operations sucn as

2D filtering, histogram generation, histogram equalization,

transform domain processing etc. to be carried out on stored

images.

A simplified block diagram of the VFP is shown in figure 1;

it depicts major functional blocks and indicates the basic flow of

signals. Following are the major functional operations which are

discussed in details with the help of relevant block diagrams:

1) Input signal conditioning, sync, processing, video

digitization and preprocessing.

2) Data storage, post processing and video reconstruction.

3) System Timing control and PC interfacing.

Since the VFP is a set of two boards (the main board and the

piggy back board), the overall hardware is suitably configured on

these boards. Circuits for Data storage, pre-and post-processing

are placed on the piggy back board.

JJ. Input signal conditioning. Sync. Processing. Digitization and

pre processing logic

Figure 2 shows detailed block diagram for this functional

unit.

The VFP enables connection of 4 video input sources

16



simulataneously. However., at a time only one source must be

selected for image capture. The source selection is under software

control. The selected video signal is routed to i) a buffer

through a notch filter for suppressing the colour subcarrier and

ii) a sync, seperator for seperating out the synchronizing pulses

from the incoming composite video signal. An internal sync,

generator also generates TV synchronizing signals. A logic circuit

detects the presence of external composite video and generates a

control signal that enables the selection of the final TV sync,

signal. This arrangement ensures that even when the incoming video

goes off or gets disconnected, the internal sync, signals get

automatically enabled and thus the selected (stored) frame can be

displayed continuously. The flash ADC used is an advanced

multifunction ADC which alongwith a high speed 8 bit flash ADC,

also implements additional functions such as:-

i) DC restoration: The black level of the incoming signal is

restored to 0 V. This ensures that the video signal will

always match with the range of the ADC irrespective of the

actual DC level of the input composite video (which may vary

from one source to other) . It may be noted that the CCIR

video standard only specifies the peak to peak level of the

signal and the actual DC signal level may vary from one

source to another. DC restoration thus permits the V.F.P. to

operate satisfactorily with all CCIR format signals,

ii) On chip Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) and a Phase Locked

Loop (PLL) enables generation of a phase locked pixel clock

that is used as the sampling clock for ADC and also for system

timing operations. This clock runs at 9.75 MHz.

17



Thus the output signals from the ADC provide the information

such as (i) 8 bit digitized video data (ii) phase locked pixel

clock and (iii) horizontal and vertical drive signals.

The horizontal drive signal and composite sync, signal are

together fed to a circuit which detects the occurence of odd/even

field therby decoding the interlaced patterns in the input

composite video signal. These five signals viz. composite sync,

vertical & horizontal drive, odd/even field and pixel clock form

the major constituents of the system timing and control logic

section.

The 8 bit data stream generated by the ADC is fed to a

preprogrammed LUT which serves to preprocess the data prior to

storage. The LUT selection is carred out through the software,

under user control. The buffered data from the LUT also

constitutes one signal (LIVE) component which is routed to the

final data selection logic.

Some of the analog circuits employed here operate with +/-12V

DC supply. Suitable DC to DC converters are provided on the board

to meet this requirement. Thus the VFP operates only with the +5V

supply from the PC provisions.

2) Data Storage & Post Processing Logic and Video reconstruction:

The buffered output of the preprocessing LUT represents the

valid image data that must be stored for a desired frame capture

operation. This data can be stored in plane A or plane B as per

the user selection through control software. Due to the

18



availability of data transfer (to/fro) with the host memory,

provision is also made to receive data from PC data bus for

storage in the VFP memory (A or B plane). Thus the input data to

VFP memory can either come at video rate as in a frame capture

operation or at a slower rate as in a PC data transfer operation.

The input data multiplexers are provided to select the desired

signal. It may be noted that the memory address generation must

also be commensurate with this requirement. During frame capture

or a frame display operation the address generation is controlled

by pixel clock (9.75 MHz) alongwith horizontal and vertical drive

signals whereas the timing signals for PC data transfer mode

(transmit or receive) run under PC control. The memory output

multiplexer enables selection of data stream (plane A or plane B)

for sending data to PC.

The data selector (in the video display path) receives 4 data

streams viz. i) live (and preprocessed) data from ADC ii) A plane

data output iii) B plane data output and iv) A zero output stream

(all 8 bits active low always). Select control logic enables

generation of 2 data streams which constitute inputs for the

Average/ Subtract LUT (ALUT) . The output of the ALUT is the final

data that is fed to the post processing LUT (PLUT) . The output of

the PLUT is latched and fed to the video DAC which also receives

the pixel clock as well as composite sync, and blanking signals.

The output of the video DAC is the final composite video output

signal which is brought out on the rear panel connector for

feeding to a TV monitor.

The address counters consist of 4 sets of counters. These are

19



a) the horizontal and vertical delay counters and b) horizontal

and vertical main counters.

The horizontal and vertical delay counters are clocked by the

pixel clock and H sync, signal respectiv ly and feature switch

selectable preset inputs. The output of these counters provide

horizontal and vertical delay signals (in terms of number of

pixels and number of lines respectively). These signals are used

to initate the main horizontal and vertical counters. This enables

suitable positioning of the image on the display monitor. Delay

counters are disableld when the input data for the memory comes

from the host PC. The main counters generate the actual addresses

for the memory.

3.System Timing and Control and pc Interface Logic

The control and logic circuits employed here enable the VFP

to generate various timing signals required for capturing or

displaying the desired image and also, providing communication with

the host PC whenever an image data is to be transferred one way

or the other.

For successfully capturing a TV frame data, it is necessary

to initiate the actual write operation with the begining of a

Vsync pulse. Two fields following this pulse contain the useful

information which needs to be xwritten' in the memory (either in

plane A or plane B). Thus the keyboard initiated 'Freeze A' (or

Freeze *B') operation is synchronized with Vsync to generate the

desired 'write' pulse. The VFP also permits a frame capture

operation initiated with an external switch. The information must
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also be written into the memory even when the image data is

available (as a file) from the PC resources. This data could be

either a processed image or an image captured earlier needed for

the purpose of review or comparison. For such operations, the

necessary write sequence is generated by the control software.

After a *write' operation is complete, the memory enters read mode

thereby enabling display of the selected image. The necessary

timing and control signals (for video Read/Write and PC read/write

operation) are generated and suitably multiplexed,

The VFP is I/O mapped into the PC address space. Hence the

VFP frame memory does not directly form a pare of the PC memory

area. Eight consecutive locations in the I/O address space are

utilized for this purpose and the base address is set with the

help of DIP switches. Typically this setting is assigned the

address location 300 H.

The address comparator on the VFP compares the VFP address

setting with the PC address bus, and generates a pulse when the

designated slot is selected. This pulse enables the decoders the

outputs of which serve as latch enable signals for the control and

status latches whose data inputs are derived from the PC data bus.

The latched control word is then used to control the desired

function on the VFP board. Appropriate control word is passed to

the control latches at proper time by the driver software

designated as AVFP.EXE . This software is an interactive menu

driven software and must be used with the VFP board. Following

operations can be carried out under the control of this software:-

i) selecting the video input
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ii) capturing a TV frame in plane memory A or B

iii) selecting the video frame for display

Iv) enabling data transfer operation with PC

v) selecting input look up table for preprocessing operation

vi) selecting output look up table for post processing

operation

vii) selecting the xAverage' or * Subtract' look up table for

frame/frame operation

viii) selecting either a xfield' or *frame' for image capture or

display.

ix) Selecting the software processing mode and desired

algorithm for the same.

Technical Specifications for the Video Frame Processor

1. Data Acquisition

a) Input Signal : CCIR compatible composite video; 1.0 V peak

to peak across 75 ohm.

No. of inputs: 4 input signals; software selection of final

signal for frame capture.

b) Output Signal: 1.0 V composite video (across 75 ohm), CCIR

compatible.

2. A/D conversion : 8 bits @ 9.75 MHz with DC restoration

3. Frame Grab Speed: 1/25 second

4. Sync.Signal : Sync. extraction from external composite

video and on board internal sync, signal

generator; sync. selection automatic

depending on external signal availability.

5. Resolution : 512 x 512 x 8 bits
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6. Frame Store
Memory

7. Interface
Character1st ic8

8. Power
Requirement

: Two planes of 512 x 512 x 8 bits each with
access from host bus for read or write.

: Compatible Bus : IBM Personal Computer AT Bus
Interface Type : I/O for control registors

and frame memories

: +5V +/-10% § 1.7 Amp. typical

9. Board Size : (a) Main board : 13.13" x 4.5"

(b) Piggy back board : 8.87" x 4.2"

(c) Operating Temp.Range: 0-45°C

(d) Relative Humidity : 90%

Connectors i) Video input : 9 Pin D connector

ii) Video output: BNC connector, receptale type
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SECTION V

SOME APPLICATIONS

The Video Frame Processor was evaluated at several

laboratories in B.A.R.C. and was found to be very useful. Sonus

applications, based on actual experimentation and trial are

briefly described here.

a. Laser Beam Analysis

This is a well known problem. Here, the Video Frame Processor

was used along with a CCD camera and image converter. The single

shot laser beam (duration few nanoseconds) was made incident on an

image converter whose output was focussed onto the sensor of the

CCD camera. The triggering of the laser beam was synchronized with

the Video Frame Processor to obtain the desired image with full

details and the same was then used for further processing and

analysis.

In a similar manner, the instrument was also used for dye

laser beam studies.

In both the above cases, the major problem was acquisition of

thte image which was successfully taken care of by the Video Frame

Pr6cessor. Application specific software was developed by the

user group (from Laser Division & M.D.R.S. resp.) The Video Frame

Processor units supplied to these laboratories are being regularly

used.

bt Inspection of tools

Due to usage, the cutting tools get blunt. For maintaining
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the accuracy of the job, parameters such as sharpeness, cutting

angle r etc. need to be precisely controlled. The video

differencing capability of the Video Frame Processor can be

exploited for such jobs which otherwise are carried out only by

cumbersome manual means. A %reference image' of a new and properly

conditioned tool can be stored. The image of the used tool can be

compared with the reference linage and deviations if any can be

readily visualized. An x-y table has to be used for precise

geometrical alignment of the tool. Such an experiment was carried

out at Central Workshops (CWS) and the utility of the Video Frame

Processor was demonstrated by tool comparison using subtraction

technique.

c. Industrial Radiofluoroscopic studies

The VFP was used along with the industrial radiof luoroscopy

unit at CWS. The Radio Fluoroscopy unit provides a CCIR compatible

video signal which has a very poor signal to noise ratio. The VFP

was used to acquire very noisy images. As the images are static,

SNR can )*e better improved by temporal averaging methods rather

than conventional spatial averaging technique because spatial

averaging results in the loss of high frequency details of the

image. 14 consequtive images were acquired and transferred to

PC/AT type computer. A dedicated software was developed for

calculating the xaveraged image' which was then transferred back

to VFP for display. The improvement of the image quality and SNR

could be clearly observed.

The VFP was also used along with a similar fluoroscopy system
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at CIRUS. Here the on-line differencing feature was used to view

the deformations produced in the irradiated fuel rods. The non-

irradiated portion of the rod was used to obtain the 'reference'

image.

The above description is included with a view of highlighting

the potential applications for the VFP which include diverse areas

such as scientific research, industrial inspections, biology &

medicine etc.
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SECTION VI

SUMMARY

This report provides a description of the Video Frame

Processor developed at the Ultrasonic Instrumentation Section,

Electronics Division, BARC.

The Video Frame Processor is a high resolution (512 x 512 x 8

bit) image acquisition and processing unit. It accepts incoming

video data from CCIR compatible video sources such as CCD camera,

VCR etc. The output signal is a CCIR compatible composite video

that can be directly connected to a TV monitor. Two planes of

memory are provided thus enabling capture of 2 video frames. The

stored data from either plane can be processed on-line for

implementing functions such as image enhancement, gamma

correction, video inversion etc. The data from two planes can be

mutually subtracted (or averaged) on-line to give a difference (or

average) image. VFP is PC compatible board level unit with

capability to provide on-line image processing or comparison. It

finds utility in diverse applications such as template matching,

surveillence, on-line image enhancement etc.

This development forms a part of the R & D activities pursued

under the DAE approved project xUltrasonic Imaging & Image

Processing'.
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Photographs

Following pages depict some images captured and processed
with the help of Video Frame Processorr. Images showing the
results of on-line processing carried out with the help of VFP
(without resorting to the capabilities of the personal computer)
are marked as 'Hardware Processing1. The images indicating results
of processing operations carried out in the PC environment (and
the processed data transferred to VFP for image display) are
marked as "Software Processing1. It may be noted that operations
of photography and printing result in some degradations. As a
result the image quality in these photographs is inferior in
comparison with the monitor display. However the images illustrate
the results of the various processing operations and thus indicate
the capabilities of the V.F.P.
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Image 1: An image of a printed circuit board (PCB) captured by the
Video Frame Processor stored in plane A.

Unprocessed Image

Image 2: Image of a PCB captured by the VFP and stored in plane B.
Note the missing ICs in comparison with Image 1.

Unprocessed Image
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Image 3: On-line image sybtraction implemented by the VFP (Image
l-lmage 2). Image shows the missing details.

Hardware Processing

Image 4: On-line image averaging implemented by the VFP (1/2 of
Image 1 + Image 2) . Note the reduced intensity for the
missing details.

Hardware Processing
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Image 5: An image captured by the VFP.
Unprocessed Image

Image 6: Negative' of Image 5. Video inversion carried out by
VFP by hardware postprocessing.

Hardware Processing
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Image 7: Effect of spatial averaging carried out for Image 5 (3x3
window). The reduction in noise is accompanied by
blurring.

Software Processing

Image 8: Effect of Kuwahara Filtering carried out for Image 5 (3x3
window)• Noise is reduced without degradation of
sharpness.

Software Processing
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Image 9: Image 5 subjected to spatial averaging wing 5x5 window.
Software Processing

Image 10: Image 5 subjected to Kuwahara filtering using 5x5 window
Software Processing
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Image
I m a g e

5 subjected to spatial high pass filtering using
i ( E d g e d e t e c t l o n ). s o f t w a r e p r o c e s a i n g

Image 12: High pass filtering achieved by subtracting the low pass
filtered image (Image 7) from original unprocessed image
(Image 5) (On-line subtraction).

Hardware Processing
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Image 13: A captured image featuring details hidden in black or
white regions.

Unprocessed Image

Image 14: Same image as above after being subjected to histogram
equalization.

Software Processing
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Imaqe 15: Image 5 processed by 3x3 median filter.

Software Processing

Image 16: Image 5 subjected to on-line enhancement1.
Hardware Postprocessing
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Plate 1 Photograph of the main board of Video Frame Processor,
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Plate 2 Photograph of the Piggy Back board of Video Frame Processor
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Photograph 3 Photograph of Video Frame Processor
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